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Abstract

The knowledge of the Moon subsoil geophysical properties is of great im-

portance for scientific reasons, for development of Lunar exploration activ-

ities and envisaged exploitation of planetary resources. The Moon surface

is characterized by the presence of regolith, a powdered material made up

by unconsolidated, porous and highly brecciated rock fragments of several

different grain sizes and lithologies. Beneath the regolith, a transition zone

showing higher acoustic velocities, may be present down to the solid bedrock.

The bedrock consists of basaltic layers characterised by high seismic velocity

and low seismic attenuation. In these conditions, human civil engineering

and rover activities, including drilling may be subject to risk due to the lack

of knowledge of the complex subsoil properties. Seismic while drilling is a

method used on Earth to support from geophysical point of view drilling for

oil and gas and geothermal exploration. In this application, the characteriza-
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tion of the stratigraphy by vertical seismic profiles in the drilled section, pro-

viding seismic images of the to be drilled substructures, is obtained using the

the drill-bit radiated energy. We present the result of a project that studies

the adaptation of the method for Lunar drilling purposes, taking into account

the specific issues related to the Moon environment and remote communica-

tion aspects. The results of a laboratory test conducted in the framework of

an European Space Agency project with a planetary drill prototype and a

simulator of a complete remote system are presented and discussed together

with the perspectives for the seismic-while-drilling application for planetary

missions.
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1. Introduction

The knowledge of the Moon subsoil geophysical properties is of great im-

portance for scientific reasons, for development of Lunar exploration activities

and exploitation of planetary resources. The Moon surface is characterized

by the presence of regolith, a powdered material made up by unconsolidated,

porous and highly-brecciated rock fragments of several different grain sizes

and lithologies [1, 2]. Its origin is mainly due to the effect of meteorite im-

pacts. Pioneer seismic investigations during Lunar missions and subsequent

works [3, 4] demonstrated that the Lunar regolith is characterized by very

low seismic-wave velocity, with compressional velocity VP the order of 100

m/s (e.g., [3]). From a seismic point of view, a regolith-type dusty formation

is a medium typically characterized by expected high absorbing properties,

i.e., low Q factor, in the Earth’s environmental conditions. This attenuation

property might potentially limit the seismic wave propagation range. How-

ever, studies by [5, 6] demonstrated that much lower absorbing properties

(i.e., high Q factor) can be expected for the soil of the surface Lunar forma-

tion subject to dry-degassed conditions, which imply improved conditions for

propagation of seismic waves at distance in term of wavelenghts. However,

the lack of attenuation associated to the presence of scattered seismic waves

in the shallow and structurally complex Lunar soil layers represents a prob-

lem for subsoil seismic investigations of the deeper structures [7]. Important

scattering and reflection effects are produced by the high acoustic-impedance

contrasts present at the the Moon near-surface, in the shallow layers [7, 8].

Beneath the regolith layer, a transition zone showing higher velocities

(e.g., compressional velocity Vp of about 350-400 m/s), however still lower
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than those expected in low porosity rocks, may be present down to the solid

bedrock. The bedrock would consists of basaltic layers characterised by high

seismic velocity (compressional velocity VP of the order of 5000 m/s) and

low attenuation, with a Q-factor of the order of 1000 (see for example [3, 4,

9]). Because of the complex planetary Moon surface conditions, potentially

characterized by the presence of shallow hard rocks, buried bodies and also

voids [10], human civil engineering and rover activities, including drilling,

may be subject to risk due to the lack of knowledge of the complex shallow-

subsoil properties in unexplored areas.

Seismic while drilling (SWD) is a geophysical technology used for the ex-

ploration of Earth’s subsoil during drilling for oil and gas and for geothermal

purposes [11], and also during tunnel excavation [12]. The method can be

applied either using surface sources and downhole receivers in the direct ge-

ometry, or downhole sources and surface receivers in the reciprocal geometry

([11] p. 93). The latter approach has the advantage to easily provide multi-

offset data using two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) receiver

geometries at the surface. Moreover, when using the drill-bit as a seismic

source [13, 14], it has the important advantage of using the energy of drilling

without need of extra energy source at the surface. The basic concept of drill-

bit SWD is to utilize the seismic waves generated at depth by the drilling bit

and recorded by geophone receivers placed at the surface to obtain seismic

images of the subsurface. This procedure is also known as reverse vertical

seismic profiling (RVSP). It provides while-drilling geophysical information

about the formation ahead of and around the bit (acoustic/seismic look ahead

and around). This approach allows exploration geophysicists and drillers to
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update while drilling the subsoil depth model, and, if necessary, to take in

relevant time prompt drilling decisions [11].

In Moon drilling of unexplored areas, the knowledge of the shallow layers

is critical issue. For this reason, the SWD methodology is a quite interesting

technique, which can be utilized in the frame of Moon and planetary explo-

ration scenarios,b possibly in conjunction with other sub-surface geophysical

exploration methods, like surface reflection and refraction seismic [15], pas-

sive seismic [4] and the ground penetrating radar (GPR) [15]. The scale of

the while-drilling application is different from the typical one of the Earth’s

oil and gas and geothermal scenarios, with drilling depths and investigation

distances of kilometers [11]. So far, the sub-surface drilling applications de-

veloped for space (e.g., Rosetta Landers SD2 Drill, Exomars Drill [16][17])

have penetration capabilities in the range from some decimetres to meters (2

m in the case of Exomars Multi stroke Drill). For long-termMoon exploration

scenarios, deeper drilling depth (e.g., tens of meters) could be envisaged at

the different latitudes likely using techniques alternative to the rotary multi-

stroke drilling. Also the involved energy, few Joules instead of several kilo

Joules [11, 14], is different. To improve the drill-bit source emission prop-

erties, downhole roto-percussive front-end bit tools can then be assumed as

possible drill operation tools for these scenarios, and the vibrations/seismic

waves generated by the bit source at depth can be usefully exploited for

imaging purposes by deploying appropriate layouts of surface sensors near

and around the drill site. The receivers deployment could be achieved in the

proximity of a lander by means of arms, or spread on the planetary surface

at a certain distance from the lander by means of roving activity.
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This paper studies the main aspects, and discusses the possible advan-

tages of a complementary use of the SWD technique for planetary drilling

and exploration purposes. We summarize the main outcomes of a recent ac-

tivity on this field, performed by us to study the issue in the specific Moon

environment and remote scenario (in the framework of the MOONBIT ITI

project sponsored by ESA [18]), and provide a perspective for future develop-

ments of the technique for the Moon and planetary drilling and exploration

activities.

2. Background of the SWD technique

We revisit some important aspects of the seismic while drilling technol-

ogy, demonstrated and used for hydrocarbon and geothermal exploration of

Earths subsoil (see also [11]). Assuming reciprocal configuration with respect

to that using sources at the surface and receivers in the well, the basic con-

cept of SWD-RVSP is to use a borehole seismic source at depth during the

drilling of a well, to record the seismic waves emitted from said source by

locating receivers at the surface, thus obtaining digital seismograms (seismic

traces). The gathered traces are processed to measure the subsurface elastic

(also viscoelastic) properties and obtain seismic images (maps of acoustic re-

flections and of rock properties) of the drilled and to-be-drilled formation. A

particular and passive method to perform SWD-RVSP is to use the working

drill bit as the source of seismic waves. Figure 1 shows the basic concept

of drill-bit SWD. The noise of the working drill bit is recorded by reference

(pilot) sensors to identify the signature of the bit random/unkown source.

After crosscorrelation of the pilot signal with the seismic traces, inverse filter-
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ing (deconvolution) and some processing step to correct for the propagation

filter of the pilot signal, one obtains synchronized seismic signals equivalent

to those produced by an impulsive transient source acting at the bit loca-

tion [11]. The basic acquisition and processing steps of the drill-bit seismic

method and technique uses continuous recording and correlation process un-

til the extraction of interpretable seismic data is achieved (see also [11]). The

method is similar to the seismic vibrator technique (e.g., [11, 15, 19]). In dif-

ferent applications of the technology, the pilot signal can be located either at

the surface or downhole, near the bit in the drill string, for improved signal

recognition when the communication of the vibrations through the pipe is

poor ([20]). The drill-bit SWD method has the advantage of exploiting the

seismic energy produced by the bit during drilling, and uses passive seis-

mic recordings at the surface at different locations around the drilled well

without interference with drilling activity. Figure 2 shows examples of SWD

data obtained in an oil and gas exploration well (modified after [11]). Note

the distance scale of kilometers and the time scale of seconds. As shown

by Figure 2, in the signal analysis and in the processing phases, two differ-

ent schemes are used in data gathering/management, common-receiver and

common-source data gathering. The common-receiver gathering mode col-

lects the RVSP traces recorded by one receiver located at a particular offset

position while the source is at different depths, whereas the common-source

gathering mode collects the traces recorded at different receiver offsets while

the source is at one particular depth.

In the following we summarize typical SWD products, which are obtained

during different phases of well drilling [11]. These products are typically
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available while drilling, and the SWD results are delivered at the rig site

or transmitted to the office in near-real time or relevant time (so that the

information can be promptly used to update the pre-drilling geological model,

to make while drilling decisions and, if necessary, to correct the drilling plan

and to steer drilling to the target). The main products include checkshot,

prediction of reflections, and imaging.

Checkshot. The checkshot measures the transit time delays and the interval

seismic velocity of the drilled layers by the identification of the direct arrivals

in near-offset traces (such as the first arrivals in Fig. 2a). This information

(typically one-dimensional information) is compared to that of the surface

seismic sections, is used to calibrate while-drilling the bit position on the

interpreted seismic sections, and to characterize the reflectivity by calibrating

the well logs.

Prediction ahead. This product comes from the prediction of the reflections

from interfaces ahead of the bit. The VSP method provides separated images

of the downgoing (including direct) and upgoing (including primary reflec-

tions) wavefields (e.g., [21]). The SWD RVSP processed data (reflections)

are interpreted and compared to the surface seismic sections, leading to the

while-drilling prediction of important reflectors ahead of the bit, as shown

in Fig. 3a. In a simple one-dimensional model, the prediction of the reflec-

tions ahead of the bit is made determining the point where the projection

of the interpreted reflection encounters that of the direct arrival, that is at

the depth of the reflecting interface. The reflector depth prediction becomes

more and more precise in the borehole when the bit approaches the reflector,

because the time difference between the direct and reflection events in the
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seismic traces becomes small, and consequently the error in the estimate of

the depth distance from the bit due to the uncertainty in the velocity of the

remaining layers ahead of the bit minimal [11, 18, 21].

Imaging. The imaging of the structures around the well is obtained by pro-

cessing multi-offset RVSP data. The multi-offset data are usually compared,

when available, to 2D and 3D surface seismic information acquired and pro-

cessed before well drilling. Imaging includes migration of the SWD signals

and inversion of traveltimes or other signal properties by tomography tech-

niques to determine spatial velocity distribution or other attributes (such

as attenuation maps). Figure 3a shows an example of processed reflection

signals (two-way-time versus offset section) obtained using 2D multi-offset

RVSP gathers [11]. Another important application is the 3D RVSP, which

provides structural information in the area around the well. Figure 3b shows

an example of imaging with a 2D depth section, extracted from 3D RVDP

results (see also [11]).

All this information can be used while drilling to update the structural

and stratigraphic model, as well as to characterize the physical rock prop-

erties of the explored subsurface by seismic velocities. For example, in an

isotropic uniform elastic (i.e., of infinite Q, without attenuation) medium of

mass density ρ, the rock bulk modulus K and the shear modulus µ can be

retrieved for structural and stratigraphic studies as [15]

K = ρ

(
V 2
P − 4

3
V 2
S

)
, and µ = ρV 2

S , (1)

from measured seismic compressional velocity VP and shear velocity VS.
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3. From Earth to Moon SWD as a possible exploration tool

In the introduction we have discussed some general issues related to shal-

low soil and Lunar environmental conditions for planetary exploration. In

this paper we propose seismic while drilling as a tool that can support drilling

and geophysical exploration of the Moon. One of the main targets of SWD

is the prediction of the regolith thickness. Evidences from previous missions

and exploration activities [1, 2, 3, 4] indicate that the regolith thickness is in

general less than 20 m in the explored areas. Another main target of SWD

technique is the detection and the structural mapping of shallow obstacles

consisting in objects made of hard rock or voids buried in the regolith layer

(Fig. 4).

3.1. Tuning SWD for Moon applications

It is envisaged that in the early stage of the Moon drilling project, near-

surface drilling is performed by using small-scale drilling systems with respect

to those commonly used by Earth’s perforation for hydrocarbon and geother-

mal resources exploration purposes. The Moon scenario involves investiga-

tion distances and dimensions of few/tens meters rather than distances of

kilometres, typical of the Earth’s SWD application (Fig. 2). This scale re-

duction implies increasing to higher frequencies – with respect to the typical

seismic application – the bandwidth of the recorded signal to get suitable

resolutions. Since we plan to investigate the Moon subsoil in detail, and

to observe the presence of layers and objects located in a short range (few

meters) from the source, we would expect to obtain a resolution in the 25

cm gross range. Using for example the Rayleigh resolution criterion [15],
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for which the limit for the minimum resolved distance is λ/4, where λ is

the dominant wavelength of the recorded signal, to obtain the resolutions

of 0.25 m, acquisition frequencies in the 20 kHz range and 400 Hz range

should be used for soils with compressional velocities VP of the 5000 m/s

and 100 m/s, respectively. Similar reasoning can be done for shear waves,

which have lower velocity VS (orientative, VP/VS ∼ 1.7 in a Poisson medium,

however higher values of this ratio can be expected in unconsolidated dust)

and shorter wavelengths at the same frequencies. In other words, the SWD

Moon system is designed to detect the strong shallow reflections with ap-

propriate detail, whereas lower-frequency seismic signals can be masked by

strong near-surface reverberations [7, 8], which conversely are just seen as a

recognizable part of the SWD investigated signal.

The SWD Moon system must be flexible and tuned to manage these ex-

treme recording conditions. Even if lower frequency is required to obtain

resolution in regolith, seismic attenuation effects have to be properly taken

into account (because of possible differences in the attenuation in regolith

and in basaltic rocks). Finally, with respect to terrestrial applications in-

volving drilling technology at large scale, the total energy balance of the

drilling process creating vibrations is very different [11]. However, we take

into account that also environmental acoustic ambient (including human and

cultural) noise conditions are very different, and much more favourable for

the SWD passive recording on the Moon.

3.2. The bit front end as a source of SWD signals

In the prior art used in Earths wells, the working drill bit generates axial

vibrations which are used as the seismic source for SWD purposes. This is
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typically a continuous, non-impulsive random vibration source, monitored

by a reference-pilot receiver system to get a pilot signal and used with the

necessary signal correlation and deconvolution techniques [11]. In conve-

nient acquisition configurations, the downhole pilot signals are recorded in

tools installed in the drill string near the bit. This solution together with

downhole-to-surface communication avoids signal transmission and synchro-

nization problems [20], and is adopted in the SWD Moon system. Drilling

parameters influence the SWD results [11, 22]. In the adaptation of the

SWD method for Lunar scenario, we could exploit three different drill-bit

energizing modes (likely available in the drill system):

Rotary-drill mode. In this mode we expect to generate and record axial vibra-

tions with lower amplitude, non-impulsive vibration signals, to be recorded

for long times with respect to the signal propagation times and processed by

correlation and/or deconvolution techniques for SWD purposes. The method

provides robust results with hard rocks and low rates of penetration.

Percussion mode (impact source). In this mode we expect to generate and

record higher axial amplitude and impulsive-shaped transient signals. The

frequency of the percussions rate (not to be confused with the frequency of

the emitted signals) can be varied from less than one Hz (even down to one

single command to get one individual strike instead of a series of repeated

strikes) to several Hz, depending on the utilized percussion technique.

Mixed rotary-percussive mode. This is also a favourable condition enabling to

get wideband signals from signal correlation and deconvolution. Integration

of the bit source with downhole active sources as sweep vibrators can also be
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considered as a perspective.

3.3. Communication/control aspects

Experience gained in several years of development and application with

oil and gas industry under different operational conditions has been the base

to tune the Earth SWD method using automated acquisition and process-

ing system driven by drilling parameters ([11]). These aspects have to be

reconsidered for the SWD application in a very different scenario and with

remote control on the Moon. To describe telecommunication features and

operational concepts related to the considered Moon application, a first step

consists in defining a reference mission in terms of scenario and architecture.

Figure 5 shows a pictorial view of a possible scenario of the system, with the

communication entities and the main links. These main entities are struc-

tured according to the architecture scheme of Figure 6. Three main sections

are envisaged:

A local section. This section is based on the Moon and constituted by the

lander which contains both the in-situ instruments needed to conduct the

experimental trials (i.e., the drill, the drill controller, the pilot vibration and

seismic sensors and the computation unit for running SWD pre-processing

software) and the communication equipment to allow telemetries, telecom-

mands and scientific data exchange with the remote station on the Earth.

A remote section. This section is based on the Earth and consists of the

equipment for performing SWD processing and interpretation, and a remote

supervisor, who has the tasks to: control the remote drilling behaviour and
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parameters, arrange and send the drilling plan, taking decisions based also

on SWD results, and perform any other remote control of the science activity.

A communication and control section. Based partly on the Earth and partly

in the space, and constituted by both control and operation centres and

telecommunication elements.

4. The MOONBIT project activity

A first verification/development activity (MOONBIT [18]) has already

been performed by an ESA ITI project led by Selex EX (formerly Selex-

Galileo), and involving OGS for scientific, geophysical aspects and SWD

technology, and Telespazio for communication aspects, on key issues con-

cerning the possibility to utilize SWD techniques in Moon-like scenarios. For

this purpose a laboratory set up and testing activity has been performed, as

herebelow summarized. In this initial testing work we produce and record

drilling seismic energy and analyze seismic wave propagation in a labora-

tory container filled by regolith-type soil simulant, with signal processing,

acoustic wavefield separation and interpretation. The set-up consisted of the

following main elements: 1) A container filled with regolith-type soil simulant

(plus added obstacles); 2) A drill test equipment to drive the drill string; 3)

The drill control system; 4) The drill string (consisting of two rods, the drill

rod proper and the hammer rod); 5) Wave sensors recording system; 6) The

SWD integrated control system; 7) The communication simulation system.

Figure 7a shows the soil container, and Figure 7b shows the drill test

equipment. The soil-simulant properties are described in Table 1. The con-

tainer has a size of 1.2 m diameter and 1.4 m height. The drill test equipment,
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available at Selex EX for general purpose drill’s testing, consists of a roto-

translation group equipped with slip ring and load cell, and presents a stroke

of about 900 mm. Figure 8 shows a) the elements of the drill string, b)

forward drill rod equipped with c) internal pilot accelerometer installed near

the front cutting head, and a rear hammer rod equipped with an hammering

device (capable of hammering frequency up to 2 Hz and strike energy ≈ 0.5

J). These drill items were developed by Selex EX in the frame of a previous

activity (Down Hole Hammering System) performed on behalf of ESA [17].

Concerning the ‘wave sensors system’ (Figs. 7 and also 11) it has been

based on a control unit – recording system (realized and adapted by OGS

for planetary-type applications) driven by drilling parameters, connected to

the reference drill sensors and using a large number of geophones (detec-

tors of particle-velocity motion) and accelerometers, inserted in the regolith-

simulant soil to record the wave propagation and perform data interpretation.

Table 2 shows the technical specifications for the geophone sensors. Several

installation layout of sensors have been implemented with different configu-

rations, in a preliminary test phase without drilling to calibrate the recording

test parameters using an auxiliary manually-triggered hammer source, and

in a subsequent phase of the experiment using the drill-bit source to simulate

SWD on the Moon. The SWD data acquisition system (based on National

Instruments technology) is driven by the drilling parameters provided by

the drill system (see below), and performed using 32 acquisition channels to

collect seismic and pilot traces, with typical recording parameters of 0.5 s

recording time for each individual recorded trace, with a sampling rate of

10 kHz. Figure 9 shows two of the acquisition configurations used during
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the SWD drilling test, a) without and b) with an obstacle in the soil spec-

imen. The auxiliary geophones are placed in depth, by the configuration of

a vertical array together with a geophone at the bottom, for test monitoring

purposes (in the real scenario they will not be present unless another well

is available in nearby location for crosshole purposes), while the geophones

located at surface (indeed an appropriate arrangement of them in terms of

number and location) record measurements that are in principle assumed as

possible in a realistic planetary scenario. In the preparation of the tests,

particular attention was given to bury the geophones in the soil container,

to minimize geometry changes for possible position shifts, and to avoid vari-

ations in the soil properties (density) due to manipulation. We also inserted

obstacles to detect variations in the measured reflections. Figure 10 shows

a) a picture of a rock body placement (used for set-up 3), and b) the picture

of one of the geophones (performing as particle-motion velocity detector, see

Tab. 2).

Concerning the control system, Figure 11 shows the overall hardware

layout. The yellow-coloured box ‘divides’ the ‘Earth-based equipment’ from

the rest of equipment which is ‘Moon-based’. The SWD Processing Unit

performs tasks which are partly on the Moon and partly on the Earth. The

SWD Processing Unit and acquisition control is based on a Unix and Window

system platforms. The remote-communication software was developed on a

Visual Studio platform using the Visual C++ language and the MFC library.

The program is installed on a computer running the Windows XP operating

system. The Remote Supervisor interfaces through LAN the Drill Controller

and the SWD Processing Unit.
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5. Results

The acquired data were gathered and processed for signal velocity anal-

ysis and reflection prediction. The measured data were interpreted with the

support of synthetic signals calculated by finite difference (FD) codes in a

model with the properties measured by the preliminary test without drill. In

general, during the tests, compressional wave velocities in the range of 100

m/s were measured, increasing (from ca. 90 m/s to 150 m/s) with medium

soil compaction. The propagation velocity was measured also for the shear

waves, for which we obtained a speed of approximately 45 m/s. For exam-

ple, assuming as a reference a dominant signal frequency f0 = 300 Hz, we

get dominant wavelengths

λP =
90m/s

300Hz
≈ 0.3 m, and λS =

45m/s

300Hz
≈ 0.15 m, (2)

and consequent resolution limit by Rayleigh criterion [15, 23]

∆P =
λP

4
≈ 7.5 cm, and ∆S =

λS

4
≈ 3.7 cm, (3)

for compressional and shear waves, respectively. Signals obtained from the

hammer and received by a vertical sensor line (equivalent to VSP) are rel-

atively ‘clean’ and allow good wavefield elaboration. RVSP seismograms

measured with MOONBIT drill accelerometer show some perturbations with

respect to the signals that can be obtained in a uniform model, with multiple

reflections superimposed to the main signal as expected in the bounded soil

container environment.

In the course of the MOONBIT activity several tests have been performed

(with noise source coming from drill-string hammer, rotary action, external
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hammer) and whole tests results are reported in the relevant documentation

[18] and some of the obtained results for different set-ups are herebelow

presented.

Hammer source. During the tests execution with the sensors configuration

as per set-up 1 of [18], some auxiliary tests employing the manually ener-

gized hammer source (at surface) have been done. The vibration recordings

along the vertical receiver array are shown in Figure 12. The recorded data

provide an auxiliary VSP signal used for drill-bit source signal calibration

and comparison purposes. Figure 12a shows the VSP section representing

the seismic traces of the complete recorded wavefield, with direct arrivals

(blue arrow) and reflections (green arrow) from the bottom of the container

(reflecting boundary). Figure 12b represents the separated (by median-dip

filters) down-going wavefield containing the direct arrivals. From analysis

of the direct signal arrival time we estimate an average P-wave velocity of

about 96 m/s, in agreement with the velocities obtained during the prelim-

inary calibration testing. In Figure 12c, the separated up-going reflections

are converted to two-way-time [11, 21]. In this mode we represent the reflec-

tions at the two-way-time corresponding, as in surface seismic sections, to

the propagation from the surface to the bottom and from the bottom to the

surface in the one-dimensional approximation. In other words, we see and

can predict in the borehole the position of the reflecting bottom interface.

Drill source. We tested the drill-bit as a seismic source to investigate the sub-

surface properties. Local variations in the regolith simulant medium prop-

erties are due to the presence of lumpy soil. Soil density variations can be
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produced also by manipulation during soil disposal and after sensors instal-

lation. To check some of the effects of not homogeneous soil, contiguous to

the deeper recordings of set-up 2 (bit at 1080 mm depth without rock body),

a ‘rock body obstacle’ was inserted in the shallower part of the soil during

set-up 3 of [18]. This rock body obstacle consists of a concrete parallelepiped

of dimensions 46 cm × 49 cm × 13 cm, and simulates the presence of a hard

massive obstacle in the regolith soil (Figs. 9b and 10a). The presence of this

massive body near the top surface changed the previous reflecting conditions

between regolith and vacuum at the free-surface, in our case approximated

by air in the laboratory, and the events in the RVSP signals obtained by

the bit source at depth. In fact, we observe variations in the drill-bit signals

recorded by the vertical geophone arrays, i.e., common-shot gathers obtained

by bit energizations at fixed depths without (Fig. 13a) and with (Fig. 13b)

the rock obstacle. Results show that the reflections from surfaces are mod-

ified after the insertion of the rock obstacle. The variations in these events

are evidenced by the dashed red line in Figure 13b.

We extend the analysis to a drill interval, acquiring drill-bit data every

few centimeters in the RVSP geometry. Figure 14 shows the acquisition and

processing flow. Figure 15 shows a) the results of a test obtained under

different drilling conditions, compared to the auxiliary-hammer VSP (Fig.

15b). The data obtained releasing the drill-control during the energization

are evidenced by a green box of (a). The comparison confirms the clear

prediction of the reflection event at the bottom of the container, evidenced

by the arrow in (b).

Finally, Figure 16 shows an example of remote transmission of the a)
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SWD Moon data to b) Earth, with simulation of remote transmission noise,

with one part per million of corrupted data. The example shows that the

transmitted signal is still interpretable.

6. Main conclusions from MOONBIT study

In summary, after demonstration in the context of the experimental set-

up we have utilized – even if with relatively limited overall sample container

size, limited drilling depth, and drill/sensor/noise source relative geometry

constrained by overall budget limitation of this phase – some preliminary

considerations could be derived for the MOONBIT activity:

1. Geophysically consistent seismic signals and good resolution were ob-

tained in lunar soil simulant. Signal frequency content in the ranges of

200-600 Hz and 600-2600 Hz was observed in different tests.

2. The method provided examples of prediction ahead of the drilling end

by drill-bit signal reflections, and demonstrated the detectability of

signal variation due to changes of soil properties.

3. Analysis of the working drill bit source for RVSP in regolith soil simu-

lant showed that the drill tool can be used as a source of SWD signals;

4. At this stage no specific attenuation analysis was performed for the

acquired data. In Lunar dry conditions less attenuation and improved

propagation may be expected [5, 6].

The SWD method seen in the frame of Moon scenario certainly deserves fur-

ther investigations, and presents promising characteristics for developments

based on the results of the MOONBIT activity.
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7. Possible future developments

Motivations. More investigations are needed to complete the verifications of

the SWD usefulness to the next Moon scenarios, on the basis of the successful

results of the previous sections, especially to assess the overall expected per-

formances within exploration ranges and operational space of several meters.

The conceptual future project plan is therefore to perform enhanced testing,

likely arranged in large facilities with the following main motivations:

1. Increase the size of the representative material specimen matrix to bet-

ter represent ‘infinite type’ lateral unbounded conditions (i.e., avoid

unwanted side reflections of the container).

2. To compare results obtained by SWD to those of different active seismic

(surface relection and refraction) and other geophysical (e.g., GPR)

methods.

3. To analyze active and passive acquisition limits, shallow reverberation

and scattering effects, taking into account also wave attenuation ef-

fects (by wave propagation modeling and laboratory analysis support),

possibly with simulation also of degassed dry-soil conditions.

4. To place at known locations ‘obstacles’ and ‘voids’ of suitable size,

which may include also bedrocks, to verify their effects on wave prop-

agations and to image the known subsurface structures.

5. Drill at higher depth, representative of ‘deep drilling’ in Moon scenar-

ios, say, several meters. This target is in support of more extended

signal representation by longer propagation times and allows the possi-

bility to verify the performance modification associated to higher signal

propagation distance. With respect to this aspect, the drill front end
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should be implemented including the possibility to deliver shocks of se-

lectable and quite different energies/momentum, e.g., in the 1-10 Joules

range.

Extended drill hammer test. For this purpose, a drill string of several meters

could preliminary be considered. Such string, schematized in Figure 17, can

be obtained by progressive manual assembly (during the test itself) of a

drill-tool section and of extension rods. The drill tool advances in rotary

mode and implements in its forward part a ‘hammer’ drill. At appropriate

time intervals (corresponding to selected depth positions) the hammer can be

excited, and the wave propagations recorded by a set of geophones. So two

modes of source-type activation will be present: rotary mode and commanded

hammer strike.

The ‘hammer’ is implemented in the real front part, near the cutting bit.

Several approaches can be investigated, one of which being schematically

shown in Figure 18. This drill hammer concept, considered for acoustic

investigation purposes, can be based on using a spring-launched inertial mass,

and has the possibility to change the energy of the strike.

Moreover, to implement larger and more realistic exploration space vol-

ume, the idea would be to implement the testing set up in an experimental

field already partially equipped with instrumentation and which would allow

the creation of a test environment with a size of several (tens of) meters. A

preliminary study investigates the possible use of a drill facility available in

Italy, owned and run by OGS. This facility is a ‘full scale’ field laboratory in

an area of approximately 200 × 100 m2, aiming to borehole and SWD type

verifications, with wells and various instrumentation and apparatus available
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(such as seismic sources, geophone sensors at surface and in depth). Clearly,

the facility would need to be duly adapted in some parts to mate with the

specific testing requirements (e.g., like the Moon ‘representative soil speci-

men’ preparation).

8. Conclusions

Seismic While Drilling (SWD), a geophysical methodology already used

in Earth applications, is a quite interesting technology potential for planetary

(and Moon) applications and capable to provide information on subsoil below

and around a drilling site. The technique has not to be intended in competi-

tion with other sub-surface exploration methodologies, like the Ground Pen-

etrating Radar (GPR), but rather in cooperation with them. Indeed GPR

techniques (both orbiter based and/or surface based) do not require a me-

chanical interaction with the soil, they are used even without site and when

drilling is not even started/planned. SWD is instead operated while drilling

with the aim to provide real-time supporting by structural and stratigraphic

data, of appropriate resolution and working space, to support the optimiza-

tion of the drilling timelining/operations, predict drilling risks and obstacles,

providing additional geophysical passive data, and in general to complement

scientific information. This would be quite important especially for meters

and tens of meters drilling in areas where detailed exploration information

may be an issue. A preliminary activity performed on SWD technique for

Moon scenario (MOONBIT on behalf of ESA) had quite encouraging results

even if derived for operative envelopes for the one/two meters scale. To get

definite confidence on the method applicability to Moon further development
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is proposed with the aim to verify the performances over operative envelopes

in the several meters size compatible with Moon near terms Deep Drilling.

To achieve this a duly sized facility would be needed likely requiring to resort

to field like testing.
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Product Olivine

Source Steinsvik Olivin AS

L.O.I. 0,5 . . . 2,5 %

Moisture H2O max. 5%

Density 1200 - 1300 kg/m3

Table 1: Moon soil-simulant properties.

Model GeoSpace GS-14

Natural frequency 28 Hz

Damping factor 0.28

Bandwidth 24 - 3000 Hz

Sensitivity axis longitudinal

Sensitivity 600 mV/(inch/s)

Table 2: Specifications of the geophone sensors.
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Figure 1: Basic concept of the drill-bit SWD method (modified after [11]).
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Figure 2: Example of a) common-receiver and b) common-source gathering of SWD signals

(modified after [11]). Distances are expressed in meters.
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Figure 3: a) Example of collected and processed data (modified after [11]). b) Example

of subsoil imaging in depth of the geological model, 2D section obtained by processing 3D

SWD data.
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Figure 4: Conceptual schemes for a) one-dimensional (1D) and b) bi-dimensional (2D)

RVSP in the Moon scenario.
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Figure 5: Moon mission scenario.
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Figure 6: Block diagram of the communication and control architecture.
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Figure 7: View of some set up elements: a) instrumented simulant-soil container, b) drill-

test equipment, and c) overall layout.
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Figure 8: Drill string elements: a) hammering rod (up and middle), b) drill rod with

internal c) accelerometer placement.
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Figure 9: Examples of sensory system (geophones) layout. Set-up 2, lateral (left side) and

top (right side) view. b) Set-up 3, in which a rock body was inserted, lateral (left side)

and top (right side) view. In (a) the drill is in central position, in (b) at lateral position

with respect to the rock-obstacle body.
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Figure 10: Detail a) of the inserted rock body within Set-up 3 and b) detail of geophone

sensor (see Tab. 2).
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Figure 11: Test hardware equipment.
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Figure 12: Hammer signal in the vertical receiver array, bottom reflection prediction (test

set-up 1).
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Figure 13: Signals in the vertical array obtained using the drill-bit source at depth 1060

mm, a) with and b) without rock body at the near surface.
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Figure 14: Basic SWD acquisition and preprocessing flow.
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Figure 15: Figure a) show the SWD RVSP surface-receiver signal versus drill-bit depth,

compared to b) the auxiliary-manual hammer signal recorded by the vertical geophone

array. In a) the drill-bit traces are extracted with the same spacing of the geophones of

the array and similar geometry. The green box in a) evidences the switch from drill control

to no-drill translation. The red lines in b) show the interpreted prediction by direct (solid

line) and reflected (dashed line) of the bottom of the container box.
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Figure 16: SWD data recorded a) on Moon and b) the same data with simulated trans-

mission errors after transmission to Earth. We observe that the signals containing errors

are still processable and interpretable.
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Figure 17: Drill string for ‘enlarged scale testing’.
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Figure 18: Schematics of front hammer drilling phases. a) Drilling configuration, b) inertial

mass capture phase, c) inertial mass harming, d) inertial mass launch (shock).
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